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Getting the books Rookie Move Sarina Bowen lism now is not type of inspiring means. You could not only going considering books increase or library or borrowing from your connections to way in them. This is an
agreed simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online proclamation Rookie Move Sarina Bowen lism can be one of the options to accompany you subsequently having additional time.
It will not waste your time. take me, the e-book will unconditionally aerate you further situation to read. Just invest tiny epoch to admission this on-line statement Rookie Move Sarina Bowen lism as with ease as
evaluation them wherever you are now.

He's unattainable. Straight, engaged, and with a seemingly perfect life on the other side of the country. It's
something I'd do well to remember, yet when he stays, it's so easy to forget. In finding solace together, we
mend what once was broken. This loss bonds us. Changes us. He's become more than a brother or a lover.
He's my anchor. So how am I supposed to keep my head above water when I'll eventually lose him too?
*Head Above Water is a STANDALONE full length MM enemies-to-lovers stepbrother romance novel.*
Dedicated: A Rhythm of Love Novel - Neve Wilder 2019-02-14
"Our greatest hit is a love song I wrote for my bandmate. And he has no idea." Messy-haired, soulful-eyed,
off-kilter lyricist Les Graves holds tight to the hedonist's credo of consumption in every avenue of life. He
has trouble staying still, trouble staying sober, trouble turning down a good time-but put a pen in his hand,
and he'll set a page on fire. Music was Evan Porter's ticket out of the backwater mud puddle he was born
in, the passion keeping him warm as he busked on street corners. Every chord, every song, every ounce of
sweat has been devoted to making Porter & Graves a success. He's the level-head, the quiet maestro, the
seatbelt that keeps Les from flying too far out of control. And he's getting pretty tired of playing savior.
Their onstage chemistry is electric, offstage it's... complicated. After Porter & Graves's third album bombs,
the pressure is on for the duo to redeem themselves with their fourth. While sequestered in an East
Tennessee cabin to compose, things take a turn for the worse when an event from their past comes back to
haunt them in an embarrassingly public fashion and forces them into an unusual position that tests a
partnership already hanging by its bloody roots. Can Evan and Les find harmony or will they-and their
music career-go down in flames? Dedicated, the first standalone in the Rhythm of Love series, is a steamy
bisexual friends-to-lovers romance featuring semi-kinda forced proximity, a fake relationship, angst, snark,
a cock-blocking greenhouse, really poor decisions involving social media, and a HEA guarantee.
Chasing Mr. Wright (Fated Hearts Book One) - Aimee Nicole Walker 2021-09-07

Rookie Move - Sarina Bowen 2016-09-06
The first novel in a sexy series featuring the hockey players of the Brooklyn Bruisers and the women who
win their hearts—from the USA Today bestselling author of the Ivy Years series. In high school they were
the perfect couple—until the day Georgia left Leo in the cold... Hockey player Leo Trevi has spent the last
six years trying to do two things: get over the girl who broke his heart, and succeed in the NHL. But on the
first day he’s called up to the newly franchised Brooklyn Bruisers, Leo gets checked on both sides, first by
the team’s coach—who has a long simmering grudge, and then by the Bruisers’ sexy, icy publicist—his
former girlfriend Georgia Worthington. Saying goodbye to Leo was one of the hardest things Georgia ever
had to do—and saying hello again isn’t much easier. Georgia is determined to keep their relationship
strictly professional, but when a press conference microphone catches Leo declaring his feelings for her,
things get really personal, really fast....
The Year We Hid Away - Sarina Bowen 2014-06-01
Could you give up the love of your life to save the child who depends on you? I used to be like the other
Harkness Hockey players, worrying only about the next game or the next party. But that all changed the
day I became my little sister’s protector. Only by keeping Lucy hidden and acing my course load will we
survive the year. But then I meet Scarlet, who sees me as more than just a star athlete or a party boy. I fall
hard for her. But darkness follows Scarlet, too. When her past comes to light, so does a horrible truth: I
can’t save everyone. But I’ll never stop trying. If you love a strong hero, a fierce heroine and the ivycovered glamour of college life, dive right in to The Year We Hid Away. . "I not only bought this book and
devoured it, I bought - and read - this entire NA series (The Ivy Years) in a WEEK. It is OMG-awesome-NAat-its-finest." -- Tammara Webber, New York Times bestselling author of Easy Sarina Bowen's Ivy Years is
my favorite New Adult series of all-time! -- Elle Kennedy, New York Times bestselling author of The Deal
"This one is done so, so well." --USA Today "I've read this multiple times now, and I cry each and every
time.." --Holly of BookBinge "The Year We Hid Away was right up my alley and definitely one of a few New
Adult books that I've read recently that truly resonates." --Kati for Dear Author "Another beautiful,
compelling, captivating story from Sarina Bowen, and I cannot wait to see what she does next!" --Jenn
Gaffney of One Click Bliss "I've yet to read a plot like this beautiful, unique love story. Ms. Bowen flawlessly
made me a believer in her work." --TeriLyn S. of She Reads New Adult "THE YEAR WE HID AWAY IS
another awe-inspiring book from an uber talented author. I am so terribly glad I happened upon her. I will
be waiting (im)patiently for her next book." --Mandy Anderson of I Read Indie I just love a book that grabs
hold and won't let go, which is exactly what THE YEAR WE HID AWAY did. --Romance Between the Sheets .
For fans of: Penny Reid, Sara Ney, Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Monica Murphy, Kendall Ryan, Julia
Kent, Cora Carmack. Keywords: sports romance, hockey, Ivy League, new adult, college, secrets and lies,
college hockey.
Head Above Water - Ce Ricci 2021-09-16
That's the thing about hearts- Like waves, they break too. Grief. I've never battled with the raw, debilitating
pain that comes with it. Then a twist of fate hits me out of nowhere, and I can barely keep from drowning.
It's like weights tied to my ankles in the middle of a raging ocean. I'm helpless, with no way to swim back to
the surface. But fate is crueler still, bringing my stepbrother back for the first time in years. Cannon never
wanted this family. Especially me. Still, he's always been my greatest desire. And my biggest weakness.
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The Best Men - Lauren Blakely 2022-01-18
Bestselling authors Sarina Bowen and Lauren Blakely team up for the first time in an enemies-to-lovers,
opposites-attract, irresistibly sexy standalone romance between the best man and the other best man! In
my defense, I was left alone with a bottle of single-malt and a life-long penchant for protecting my baby
sister. Still, that's no excuse to send ten drunk-texts on why her hasty marriage would be a mistake. If only I
had just texted my sister. But nope. I accidentally sent the message to her, her groom, and his super hot
wingman. I also used the phrase “super hot wingman,” so I’d like to die now. Instead, I have to plan a
wedding with the aforementioned hottie and share a too-small guesthouse in steamy Miami. Three days in
the sun with the cocky, charming former athlete who likes to push my buttons? Fine, two can play at that
let’s-infuriate-each-other game. Until Asher ups the stakes with one wildly sexy suggestion. A no-strings
fling, then I go back to my single dad life in New York, and he returns to his star-studded one. Sign me up.
But the more nights I spend with the other best man, the more I want days too, and that just can't happen.
Especially when I find out the real reason why… Contents Include: First times, a secret to-do list, championlevel flirting, fast cars, #eggplants, and two men who look good in formal wear.
Scoring Wilder - R. S. Grey 2014-06-26
With Olympic tryouts on the horizon, the last thing nineteen-year-old Kinsley Bryant needs to add to her
plate is Liam Wilder. He's a professional soccer player, America's favorite bad boy and has all the qualities
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of a skilled panty-dropper. Not to mention that Liam is strictly off limits; her coaches have made that
perfectly clear. But that just makes him all the more enticing.
Good Boy - Jennifer Finney Boylan 2020-04-21
From bestselling author of She’s Not There, New York Times opinion columnist, and human rights activist
Jennifer Finney Boylan, Good Boy: My Life in Seven Dogs, a memoir of the transformative power of loving
dogs. This is a book about dogs: the love we have for them, and the way that love helps us understand the
people we have been. It’s in the love of dogs, and my love for them, that I can best now take the measure of
the child I once was, and the bottomless, unfathomable desires that once haunted me. There are times
when it is hard for me to fully remember that love, which was once so fragile, and so fierce. Sometimes it
seems to fade before me, like breath on a mirror. But I remember the dogs. In her New York Times opinion
column, Jennifer Finney Boylan wrote about her relationship with her beloved dog Indigo, and her wise,
funny, heartbreaking piece went viral. In Good Boy, Boylan explores what should be the simplest topic in
the world, but never is: finding and giving love. Good Boy is a universal account of a remarkable story:
showing how a young boy became a middle-aged woman—accompanied at seven crucial moments of growth
and transformation by seven memorable dogs. “Everything I know about love,” she writes, “I learned from
dogs.” Their love enables us to pull off what seem like impossible feats: to find our way home when we are
lost, to live our lives with humor and courage, and above all, to best become our true selves.
Center of Gravity - Neve Wilder 2018-10
When life comes apart at the seams, love is the only thread that can mend it Accountant Rob Macomb has a
stable job that he's good at and... that's about it. A year of nothing but heartache leaves him seeking refuge
from loneliness and grief behind spreadsheets, punishing daily runs, and the occasional anonymous tryst.
He wants only to bury the past and focus on his career, but he has one last task to complete: pack up his
parent's quaint beachside house and put it on the market. Alex Andrews is a budding artist with a penchant
for Converse, Cracker Jack, and piercings. Family turmoil sidelines his dreams of finishing art school and
building a career in three-dimensional design, and now he's doing whatever he can to keep everyone afloat.
When Alex shows up as a part of the moving crew hired to help Rob clean out the house, what should be a
simple move becomes far more complex. Because it's not the first time they've met, and their last encounter
was memorable for all the wrong reasons. The attraction between them is undeniable and intense, but
Rob's hell-bent on pushing everyone away, and Alex is on the verge of spinning out of control. Can a
grumpy accountant and a bootstrapping artist find their center of gravity together, or are they on a
collision course to heartbreak? An emotionally-charged, slow burn m/m romance featuring an age gap,
hurt/comfort themes, and a hard-won happily ever after. This is the standalone first in the Nook Island,
Georgia series.
The Point Shot Trilogy - V. Locey 2017-02-06
Now, you can have the books that introduced Victor Kalinski to the world in one reasonably priced boxed
set! With over 350 Goodreads reviews and ratings combined, the romance of Vic Kalinski and Dan Arou is
one that once read, will never be forgotten. In this three-book set, you'll get to experience all the passion,
sarcasm, hockey action, and romance that reviewers have called "Beautifully Written", "Surprisingly
Heartfelt", and "Hot! Hot! Hot!""The writing in this is snappy and awesome, the story moves at a great pace
and oh it's HOT AS EVER-LOVING HELL. There's romance that never veers into a too-sappy place, it's
FUNNY and full of great lines right and left, and so engaging that I couldn't stop reading it. The ending is
satisfying, with our characters not becoming perfect people but becoming better together than they are
apart, and that's just about as romantic as it gets." Avon Gale - Author of the Scoring Chances series
Readers should be over 18 due to mature language and gay sexual situations. The set includes:Two Man
Advantage (Point Shot Trilogy #1) Game Misconduct (Point Shot Trilogy #2)Full Strength (Point Shot
Trilogy #3)
Caulky - K M Neuhold 2020-02-03
Ren is in desperate need of a rebound fling. Lucky for him, the smoking hot contractor he hired has just the
tool for the job. The last thing I want is another relationship or another broken heart. All I need are my bees
and the occasional hookup to scratch the itch.Okay, maybe meeting up with my hot contractor weekly is a
little more than occasional. And maybe the way I'm starting to feel about the guy I've been anonymously
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chatting with online should concern me.But CaulkyAF doesn't want to meet, and Cole doesn't want anything
serious, so what's the worst that could happen?**** Caulky is book 1 in the Four Bears Construction Series
and can be read as a stand-alone. This is a funny, steamy MM story guaranteed to make you laugh and
swoon. Absolutely NO cheating and NO love triangle. This series does NOT contain shifters, it's the OTHER
kind of bears.
Stay - Elle Kennedy 2017-06-20
Can you fall for someone you've never met? Hailey Taylor Emery has a hunch that her favorite client at
Fetch--an anonymous virtual assistant service--is actually hockey star Matt Eriksson. Although it's against
the rules for her to check his file, she's 95% sure she spends at least part of each day texting with her
lifelong crush and catering to his every need. Still nursing a wounded heart thanks to her recent breakup,
Hailey is perfectly content with some harmless online flirting...until she has to meet her client. Face to face.
Cue: utter panic. Matt Eriksson is no stranger to heartbreak. He's still not over the destruction of his
marriage, and it sucks to be the only guy on the team who knows the truth--that hockey and long-term
relationships are a toxic mix. He barely sees his kids, and dealing with his ex makes him feel insane. The
only person in his life who seems to understand is someone who won't show her pretty face. But it's nothing
that a pair of fourth row hockey seats can't fix. Hailey can't resist the offer. Matt can't resist Hailey. Good
thing he doesn't have to. Fire up the kiss cam! Warning: Contains rabid hockey fans, misunderstood dick
pics, hockey players at the opera and exploding ovaries. "If I had to pick two authors who I'd have team up,
it would be Bowen and Kennedy" -- #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover "Everything
Sarina Bowen & Elle Kennedy write is pure gold. Please excuse me while I read this one all summer long."
Hypable Keywords: Hockey romance, Toronto, Sports Romance, Romantic comedy, contemporary
romanceFor fans of: Vi Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Melanie Harlow, Penelope Ward, Lauren Blakely,
Kendall Ryan, Sierra Simone, Sawyer Bennett, Catherine Gayle, Toni Aleo
Fake Out - Eden Finley 2021-10-17
MaddoxThe reason I rarely go home is three simple words: I'm a liar.When the pressure to marry my
childhood sweetheart became too much, I told her I was gay and then fled to New York like my ass was on
fire.Now, five years later and after a drunken encounter, I find myself invited to her wedding. And I have to
bring my boyfriend-the boyfriend who doesn't exist because I'm straight.At least, I think I am. Meeting the
guy I'm bribing to be my boyfriend for the weekend makes me question everything about
myself.DamonWhen my sister asks me to pretend to be some straight guy's boyfriend, my automatic
response is to say no. It's because of guys like him people don't believe me when I tell them I'm gay.But
Maddox has something I need.After an injury that cost me my baseball career, I'm trying to leave my
playing days behind and focus on being the best sports agent I can be. Forty-eight hours with my sister's
best friend in exchange for a meeting with a possible client. I can do this.I just wish he wasn't so hot. Or
that he didn't kiss like he means it.Wait ? why is the straight guy kissing me?
Playing for Keeps - Avery Cockburn 2017-06-17
Rule One: No Drama! Fergus Taylor is damaged goods. Reeling from a brutal breakup, he's determined to
captain his LGBT soccer team out of scandal and into a winning season. For that, he needs strict rules and
careful plans. He does NOT need a brash, muscle-bound lad messing with his head and setting his body
afire. John Burns has a rule of his own: Don't get attached. Boyfriends are for guys with nothing to hide.
Nobody-not his university mates, not the men he beds-knows his family's shame. Now his double life is
starting to unravel, thanks to a certain Highlander whose storm-riddled eyes turn John inside out, who
wears a kilt like he was born in it. Fergus is the first man John wants to share his secret with-but he's the
last man who could handle it. John knows the truth would shatter Fergus's still-fragile heart. But how can
he live a lie when he's falling in love?
All Lined Up - Cora Carmack 2014-05-13
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Cora Carmack follows up her trio of hits—Losing It,
Faking It, and Finding It—with this thrilling first novel in an explosive series bursting with the Texas flavor,
edge, and steamy romance of Friday Night Lights. In Texas, two things are cherished above all
else—football and gossip. My life has always been ruled by both. Dallas Cole loathes football. That's what
happens when you spend your whole childhood coming in second to a sport. College is her time to step out
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of the bleachers, and put the playing field (and the players) in her past. But life doesn't always go as
planned. As if going to the same college as her football star ex wasn’t bad enough, her father, a Texas high
school coaching phenom, has decided to make the jump to college ball… as the new head coach at Rusk
University. Dallas finds herself in the shadows of her father and football all over again. Carson McClain is
determined to go from second-string quarterback to the starting line-up. He needs the scholarship and the
future that football provides. But when a beautiful redhead literally falls into his life, his focus is more than
tested. It's obliterated. Dallas doesn't know Carson is on the team. Carson doesn't know that Dallas is his
new coach's daughter. And neither of them know how to walk away from the attraction they feel.
Coffee Boy - Austin Chant 2021-06-30
After graduation, Kieran expected to go straight into a career of flipping burgers-only to be offered the
internship of his dreams at a political campaign. But the pressure of being an out trans man in the
workplace quickly sucks the joy out of things, as does Seth, the humorless campaign strategist who watches
his every move. Soon, the only upside to the job is that Seth has a painful crush on their painfully straight
boss, and Kieran has a front row seat to the drama. But when Seth proves to be as respectful and
supportive as he is prickly, Kieran develops an awkward crush of his own-one which Seth is far too prim
and proper to ever reciprocate.
The Newspaper Nanny - Maren Moore 2021-08-20
When I stumbled across my dream job in the classified section of my newspaper, I knew it had to be too
good to be true. Turns out it was. Becoming the nanny for the grumpiest hockey coach in the NHL was
more like a nightmare. Liam Cartright was infuriating, stubborn, and impossible. Oh, and he happened to
be my new boss. I should have signed my resignation with a giant kiss my ass the moment he opened his
mouth, but I couldn't. I fell for his little girls before I realized it was happening, and my resolve began to
weaken. Our roles were clearly drawn out. He was the boss, and I was the nanny. But then we crossed a
line. I wouldn't lose my job over a chiseled jawline and a few stolen kisses. I couldn't. Not when so much
was at stake. But Liam was the one who made the rule book, and I had no choice but to play by his rules.
Overnight Sensation - Sarina Bowen 2019-01-22
Everyone knows the girl is off limits. But it's so good to be bad. There’s this girl... Heidi and I have been
trading hungry looks all year, and everything she does makes me smile. But I don't do girlfriends, and I
certainly can't get involved with the league commissioner's daughter. I need shots on goal, not a hookup
and a widely misunderstood paparazzi photo. Can I resist her, though? The way she teases me should be a
game penalty for interference with my libido. There’s this guy… Jason wants me, but he won’t admit it. That
man looks at me the way a hockey player eyes the lunch buffet after practice—and I love it. But when
victory is finally within my grasp, I blow it and humiliate myself. Even then I can’t even avoid him—as the
team intern, I’m in constant view of his hard body and cocky smile. I need another chance. Jason Castro is
about to learn the true meaning of an overnight sensation. "Sarina Bowen's hockey heroes feed my heart
and soul! Delicious, emotional and wildly sexy!" New York Times bestselling author Lauren Blakely "Sarina
scores big with this undeniably swoony romance." New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan Sarina
Bowen’s hockey romances books can be read together or separately: BROOKLYNAIRE OVERNIGHT
SENSATION ROOKIE MOVE HARD HITTER PIPE DREAMS BOUNTIFUL THE YEAR WE FELL DOWN THE
YEAR WE HID AWAY THE FIFTEENTH MINUTE GOOD BOY STAY Don’t miss Sarina’s other romances,
including the USA Today bestselling True North series: BITTERSWEET STEADFAST KEEPSAKE
BOUNTIFUL SPEAKEASY FIREWORKS Praise for Sarina Bowen Fantastic. USA Today I love Sarina
Bowen's deliciously sexy heroes! Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author A fantastically gifted
storyteller. She bolsters every story with emotional power, humor and heart. I'm a huge fan and she's at the
top of my auto-buy list. Everyone should be reading her books! Lorelei James, New York Times bestselling
author A master at drawing you in from page one and leaving you aching for more. Elle Kennedy, New York
Times bestselling author Brooklynaire hooked me on the first page, and I couldn't put it down! I loved this
smart, funny, and sexy friends-to-lovers romance! NY Times bestselling author Meghan March Fun, flirty
and totally satisfying. Get ready because Nate is the hockey-loving geek billionaire you need in your life!
USA Today bestselling Author Avery Flynn For fans of: Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine Gayle,
Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona Kasten, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle,
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Meghan March, Jay Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis, Suzanne Brockmann,
Helen Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward,
Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Elle Kennedy, Lauren Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid,
Julia Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann Ryan, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Helen Hardt,
Lauren Blakely, Skye Warren, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Claire Contreras, Lexi Ryan, Jen Frederick, Sara
New, Nana Malone. Keywords: hockey, hockey romance, sports romance, erotic romance, sexy romance,
steamy romance, New York romance, Brooklyn romance, Brooklyn Bruisers, billionaire romance, alpha
males, alpha romance, bad boy romance, one night stand, friends to lovers, workplace romance, office
romance, forbidden romance.
Superfan - Sarina Bowen 2019-06-25
A new standalone novel in the Brooklyn Bruisers world! Sometimes lady luck shakes your hand, and
sometimes she smacks your face. Sometimes she does both on the same day. Three years ago I met the
most amazing girl in the world. We were both down on our luck. Then I got that call—the one that tells you
to get your buns on a plane to go meet your destiny. But the girl was left behind. I didn’t have her phone
number, and she didn’t know my real name. While I became a professional hockey player, she became a
superstar, with platinum records and legions of fans. And a slick, music producer boyfriend who treated her
badly. But fate wasn’t done with us yet. When Delilah turns up at a hockey game, I can’t resist making
contact. The internet swoons when I ask her out on a date. She might not remember me. But her jerkface
ex does. He’ll do anything to keep us apart. Good thing athletes never give up. This time I’m playing to win.
Be still my heart! Silas is book boyfriend PERFECTION. This one has everything you'll love in a swoony
romance--a sweet, but take charge hero, a determined heroine and a lovable cast of side characters. New
York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan Sarina Bowen’s hockey romances books can be read together
or separately: BROOKLYNAIRE OVERNIGHT SENSATION SUPERFAN ROOKIE MOVE HARD HITTER PIPE
DREAMS BOUNTIFUL THE YEAR WE FELL DOWN THE YEAR WE HID AWAY THE FIFTEENTH MINUTE
HIM US GOOD BOY STAY Don’t miss Sarina’s other romances, including the USA Today bestselling True
North series: BITTERSWEET STEADFAST KEEPSAKE BOUNTIFUL SPEAKEASY FIREWORKS
_______________ For fans of: Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine Gayle, Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen
Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona Kasten, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle, Meghan March, Jay
Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis, Suzanne Brockmann, Helen Hoang,
Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Debbie
Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Elle Kennedy, Lauren Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia
Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann Ryan, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Ilsa Madden Mills,
Nana Malone, Helen Hardt, Penelope Skye, Jasinda Wilder, Melissa Foster, E.L. James. Keywords: hockey
romance, hockey novel, sports romance, Brooklyn, hockey, workplace, office romance, billionaires, New
York City, urban romance, forbidden romance, alpha male, genius, alpha billionaire romance, sexy
billionaires, hot billionaires, rock star, second chance, missed connections, sports hero, hockey star, second
chance romance, super fan, superfan, rock star romance, professional hockey, hockey players.
Bad Habits - Onley James 2020-10-07
Jonah taught Cas a million ways to protect his body but not one to protect his heart. Smart-mouthed hacker
Caspian escaped an abusive home at sixteen. Now he's one of the most sought-after black hatters in the
world. Jonah is a ruthless contract killer with only one weakness, the vibrant runaway he took in years ago:
Caspian. But Cas bailed when he turned eighteen, and Jonah has maintained a steady diet of eat, kill, sleep
since then. Jonah had always been the fatal flaw in Cas's code, the bug that froze the part of his brain
separating logic from emotion. A threat to Cas's life brings him back years later--not as the boy Jonah
remembers, but as a hardened computer hacker with a price on his head and a list of names everybody
wants. The chemistry between them is as undeniable as it is dangerous. In a world of secrets and murder,
trust is a liability and feelings can get you killed. But Jonah let Cas go once, and he's not willing to do it
again. Even if it means confronting his past, solving a twisted puzzle, and taking out half of New York City's
seedy underbelly to keep Cas safe. Bad Habits is a steamy, action-packed thrill ride of a romance with a
HEA and no cliffhangers. It features morally ambiguous men, pancakes drizzled with snark, chosen family,
drive-in movies, and the kind of love that drives a guy to murder in order to protect. In short: all the emo,
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heat, and sarcasm you'd probably expect from an Onley/Neve collaboration. This is book 1 in the Wages of
Sin series. Each book will follow a new couple.
The Perfect Play - Jaci Burton 2013
The Perfect Play is the first in New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jaci Burton's 'must-read'
(Fresh Fiction) Play-By-Play series, and an erotic story about love and the games people play from the
queen of contemporary sports romance. Perfect for fans of Lori Foster, Maya Banks and Jill Shalvis. The
last thing event planner Tara Lincoln needs is the jet-set lifestyle of a football pro like Mick Riley; even
though their steamy and passionate one-night stand proved that Mick is an all-star - both on the field and in
the bedroom. Tara played the game of love once and lost big, and she doesn't intend to put herself out there
again, especially with a certified heartbreaker. But when Mick sets his mind to win, nothing will stop him.
And he has the perfect play in mind to catch this sultry vixen. Want more sexy sporting romance? Don't
miss the rest of this steamy series which began with The Perfect Play. And check out Jaci's gorgeously
romantic Hope series beginning with Hope Flames.
Epic - Elle Kennedy 2020-02-09
They're back! Epic is a novella about your favorite hockey duo! Jamie and Wes are having a blast living and
working in Toronto. Until a scout for another team swoops in to make one of them an offer that might
complicate the life they've built together. Q and A about Epic: Q: Is this a full-length book? A: Not even
close! It's a 7 chapter novella. Q: Besides Wes and Jamie, who else will I see? A: Blake and Jess. Wes's team.
And some unlucky grasshoppers... Q: Will there be more books about Wesmie? A: No more books are
planned. But you can try on our other co-written works: Good Boy, Stay & Top Secret. Thanks for reading!
For fans of: Cambria Herbert, Krista & Becca Ricci, Casey McQuestion, Riley Hart, Lucy Lennox, Lucy
Score, Tijan, Meghan March, Lauren Blakely, Marie Sexton, Annabeth Albert, AM Arthur, Amy Jo Cousins,
Rhys Ford, MK York, Sidney Bell, KJ Charles, Nick White, Alexis Hall, Roan Parrish, Avon Gale.
The Fever Tree And Other Stories - Ruth Rendell 2010-08-03
In this collection of eleven stories, murder is committed out of fear, jealously, cupidity, and also sheer
compulsion, while the settings include an African game park, a sinister ruined cemetery, an East Anglian
seaside resort, and the gloomy purlieus of Epping Forest.
Boy Toy - Sarina Bowen 2018-08-14
Hard Hitter - Sarina Bowen 2017-01-03
From the USA Today bestselling author of Rookie Move comes the second novel in the series that’s hot
enough to melt the ice. He’s a fighter in the rink, but he’s about to learn that playing nice can help you
score... As team captain and enforcer, Patrick O'Doul puts the bruise in the Brooklyn Bruisers. But after
years of hard hits, O'Doul is feeling the burn, both physically and mentally. He conceals his pain from his
coach and trainers, but when his chronic hip injury becomes too obvious to ignore, they send him for
sessions with the team’s massage therapist. After breaking up with her long-term boyfriend, Ari Bettini is in
need of peace of mind. For now, she’s decided to focus on her work: rehabilitating the Bruisers’ MVP.
O'Doul is easy on the eyes, but his reaction to her touch is ice cold. Ari is determined to help O'Doul heal,
but as the tension between them turns red hot, they both learn that a little TLC does the body good...
Feuds and Reckless Fury - K Webster 2021-06-01
From USA Today bestselling author K Webster comes an angsty and emotional enemies-to-lovers gay
romance standalone! The hatred began when my father proposed to another man in a shocking moment
that rocked my family to its core…. Now I’m on a quest for revenge against my father. That means hitting
him where it hurts—the new fiancé and the son he thinks so much of. Alister Sommers. Alis is a bleached
blond perfectionist thorn in my side who’s used to everything going his way. Grades, money, track—he
dominates it all despite his short, insignificant frame. Was one dad not good enough that Alis had to take
mine too? Soon, we’ll be stepbrothers. Until then, I vow to make his life a living hell. Maybe Dad will regret
his terrible mistakes. Maybe he won’t. I know I won’t regret wrecking their lives like they did mine. I’ll give
up everything, even my girlfriend and football, if it means I get a chance for retribution. It’s reckless and
risky, but I don’t have much to lose. The havoc I wreak might ease some of the pain Dad caused my mother.
I’m willing to give it a shot. What starts as a family feud will become a war…one I plan on winning no
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matter the cost. There’s only one small problem. I may have underestimated my opponent.
Rough Trade - Sidney Bell 2018-12-03
Quick-witted hustler Ghost is no stranger to living dangerously; survival has always been the name of the
game. He’s just always gone it alone. Now he’s got the wrong people breathing down his neck, and the only
way out demands placing his trust in the unlikeliest of heroes: Duncan Rook, a gruff cop whose ethics are
as solid as his body. Cozying up to a criminal is hardly what Duncan’s reputation on the force
needs—especially when that criminal is temptation personified. Ghost is Duncan’s polar opposite, and the
last person he expected to fall for. So then why does every imaginable scenario for taking down their
common enemy end with Ghost in his arms? This book is approximately 122,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with
an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Play Dirty - Onley James 2021-02-05
"When you talk, chaos follows and I forget who I am." Madigan has spent his life indulging in the world's
most hedonistic pursuits, his skills as a sharpshooting killer-for-hire paying his way. Azrael, an assassin
referred to as the angel of death, is a chemist and a loner, his poisons as lethal as they are undetectable. A
chance encounter leads to a passionate night and a heated rivalry that spans years, but after they're both
offered a chance at big money by taking out elite targets on a mysterious hitlist, they find themselves once
again in each other's way. And then in each other's arms. Trust doesn't come easily for either of them, but
no matter how far they stray, fate always seems to pull them back together. In a profession where your
partner is just as likely to kill you as kiss you, maybe trust is as close to love as they get? Play Dirty is a
steamy, action-packed thrill ride of a romance with a HEA and no cliffhangers. It features two stubborn
rival assassins who can't seem to stop tempting each other, a bit of knife play, a Die Hard-style Christmas,
plenty of dark humor, and true love. Because even assassins deserve their soulmates. This is book 2 in the
Wages of Sin series. Each book will follow a new couple.
The Year We Fell Down - Sarina Bowen 2014-03-24
My whole life changed in the blink of an eye. I was supposed to start college on the Harkness Women’s
hockey team. Now I’m showing up in a wheelchair instead. There’s only one person who understands.
Across the hall, in the other handicapped-accessible dorm room, lives the too-delicious-to-be real Adam
Hartley. He’s a hockey player too, but his leg is broken in two places. We bond over broken elevators and
video games. We’re just friends, of course, until one night when things fall apart. Or fall together. All I
know is that I’m falling. Hard. But can Hartley love someone as broken as me? His deep brown eyes hold
their own demons. While my troubles are visible for everyone to see, his are hidden deep inside… If you
love charming hockey player heroes and friends-to-lovers match-ups, download The Year We Fell Down
today! . "I absolutely loved it, and I can't wait to read the rest of her books." Colleen Hoover, bestselling
author of Hopeless. "I bought - and read - this entire series in a week. It is OMG-awesome-NA-at-its-finest."
Tammara Webber, bestselling author of Easy. "Sarina Bowen's Ivy Years is my favorite New Adult series of
all-time!" Elle Kennedy, New York Times bestselling author of The Deal "This page-turner will have readers
eagerly awaiting Bowen's next book." Publisher's Weekly __________________________________ Keywords: new
adult, college, strong heroine, bad boy, Ivy League, hockey, disability, sports romance, athletes, friends to
lovers, slow burn romance, college romance, Ivy Years, spinal cord injury, free romance, free ebook, first in
series free, free series starter, love triangle. Hockey romance, college hockey, hockey players, new adult,
NA romance. For fans of: Sawyer Bennett, Melanie Harlow, Corinne Michaels, Meghan March, Lauren
Blakely, Julia Kent, Elle Kennedy, Tijan, CD Reiss, Kendall Ryan, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Jana Aston, K
Bromberg, Katy Evans, Jessica Hawkins, Kristen Proby, Penny Reid, Helena Hunting, Sally Thorne, Kristen
Ashley, Helen Hoang, Kylie Scott, Christina Lauren, Jana Aston, Sawyer Bennett, Lexi Ryan, Karina Halle,
Skye Warren, Kennedy Ryan, Jodi Ellen Mapas, Zoe York, Kristan Higgins, Jill Shalvis, Colleen Hoover, Sara
Ney, Toni Aleo, Cambria Herbert, Tammara Webber, Colleen Hoover, Sabrina Bowen, The Chase, The Deal,
Game On, Briar U, Off Campus, The Hookup, Lexi Ryan, Jennifer Ryan, Dirty Reckless Love, Melissa Foster,
Helen Hoang, The Goal, The Score, The Mistake, Going Under, Falling Hard, Pucked, Ruin, Rule, Jami
Davenport, Lorelei James.
Double Play - Jill Shalvis 2014-01-07
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From the author of Slow Heat, The Trouble with Paradise, and the Lucky Harbor novels... Pace Martin is
the ace pitcher for the Pacific Heat. He's got the arm, the experience and the wins. He's also got the pain,
the pressure, and the possible end of his career looming over him. The last thing he needs now is a
distraction, even if it comes in the form of a tough, beautiful, tell-it-like-it-is writer who sees past his
defenses. Holly Hutchins knows a good story when she sees one, and the tall, dark and slightly attituderidden Pace Martin fits the bill. But when she realizes there’s more at stake than just the win, she starts to
notice the handsome broad-shouldered jock in a different light. Pace and Holly begin a seductive game in
which neither wants to drop the ball, but in the face of an unexpected betrayal and challenge, they’ll have
to find the courage to swing for the fences…
The Fifteenth Minute - Sarina Bowen 2015-10-13
Freshman Lianne Challice is known to millions of fans as Princess Vindi. But sometimes a silver screen
sorceress just wants to hang up her wand, tell her manager to shove it, and become a normal college
student. Too bad that's harder than it looks. She's never lived a normal life. She hasn't been to school since
kindergarten. And getting close to anyone is just too risky -- the last boy she kissed sold the story to a
British tabloid. But she can't resist trying to get close to Daniel "DJ" Trevi, the hot, broody guy who spins
tunes for hockey games in the arena. Something's haunting his dark eyes, and she needs to know more. DJ's
genius is for expressing the mood of the crowd with a ten second song snippet. With just a click and a fade,
he can spread hope, pathos or elation among six thousand screaming fans. Too bad his college career is
about to experience the same quick fade-out as one of his songs. He can't get close to Lianne, and he can't
tell her why. And the fact that she seems to like him at all? Incredible.
Us - Elle Kennedy 2016-03-08
Can your favorite hockey players finish their first season together undefeated? Five months in, NHL
forward Ryan Wesley is having a record-breaking rookie season. He’s living his dream of playing pro hockey
and coming home every night to the man he loves—Jamie Canning, his longtime best friend turned
boyfriend. There’s just one problem: the most important relationship of his life is one he needs to keep
hidden, or else face a media storm that will eclipse his success on the ice. Jamie loves Wes. He really, truly
does. But hiding sucks. It’s not the life Jamie envisioned for himself, and the strain of keeping their secret is
taking its toll. It doesn’t help that his new job isn’t going as smoothly as he’d hoped, but he knows he can
power through it as long as he has Wes. At least apartment 10B is their retreat, where they can always be
themselves. Or can they? When Wes’s nosiest teammate moves in upstairs, the threads of their carefully
woven lie begin to unravel. With the outside world determined to take its best shot at them, can Wes and
Jamie develop major-league relationship skills on the fly? Warning: contains sexual situations, a vibrating
chair, long-distance sexytimes and proof that hockey players look hot in any shade of green. "I read HIM in
one sitting--it's so, so good! If I had to pick two authors who I'd have team up, it would be Bowen and
Kennedy" -- #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover "HIM is my favorite read of 2015! Hot,
sexy, romantic, funny, and full of heart. I LOVED Jamie and Wes!" -- NYT Bestselling Author Lauren Blakely
"The way that Sarina Bowen and Elle Kennedy spun the tale of these two men falling and staying in love
was absolutely timeless and beautifully real." --Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times Best Selling Author
Keywords: MM, male/male, hockey romance, hockey mm, sports romance, contemporary romance.For fans
of: Alexis Hall, Roan Parrish, Avon Gayle, Riley Hart, Ella Frank, Lucy Lennox, Devon McCormack, Kindle
Alexander, NR Walker, Damon Suede
Slow Heat - Jill Shalvis 2010-02-02
From the New York Times bestselling author of Double Play, Rescue My Heart, The Trouble with Paradise,
and the Lucky Harbor novels... After a woman claims she’s pregnant with Wade O’Riley’s love child, Major
League Baseball’s most celebrated catcher and ladies’ man is slapped on the wrist by management and
ordered to improve his image. His enforcer is the team’s publicist, the tough and sexy Samantha McNead.
When Wade needs a date for a celebrity wedding, Sam steps up to the plate as his “girlfriend.” But given
her secret crush on him and that one awkward night a year ago in a stuck elevator with too much scotch,
the whole thing is an exercise in sexual tension. Wade is thrilled when the pretense turns into an
unexpected night of hot passion. But the next day Sam is back to her cool self. As a catcher, Wade’s used to
giving the signals, not struggling to read them. Now, to win the love of his “pretend” girlfriend, he needs a
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homerun—even it involves stealing a few bases…
Goodbye Paradise - Sarina Bowen 2017-03-21
Love in the Red Zone - Love Belvin 2016-07-04
Can you tell the difference between a distraction and a blessing? It should be simple, but sometimes what
we think is a distraction can actually be a turning of the tide required to bring life full circle, to a place of
blessing. Meet Trent Bailey, who is fighting for the right to continue his stellar professional football career
after enduring striking legal woes in the recent past. Trent cannot and will not blow his second chance for
anyone; after all, this is the blessing he's been praying for. After receiving confirmation that staying focused
is all he needs, it's what he aims to do. No distractions. That's until he bumps into two unexpected
overnight guests. Jade Matthews is doing everything she can for herself and her young son, Kyree. After
journeying through her own bumps in the road, she's finally getting it together. She's doing what she has to
do to make sure her family of two stays afloat. Life's setbacks won't stop Jade from providing for her little
one, even though she fumbles each pass thrown at her. What starts out as a temporary favor turns into
rapid passion. There's one agenda here, but getting to the same meeting point has never been more
difficult. Fighting their way through trust and self-esteem issues, the two must meet in the right zone; the
red zone, where you may think you're safe, but life has a way of intercepting blessings and...turning the
tide.
Good Boy - Elle Kennedy 2017-01-31
Hosting her brother’s wedding for an MVP guest list is the challenge of Jess Canning’s life. Already the
family screw-up, she can’t afford to fail. And nobody (nobody!) can learn of the colossal mistake she made
with the best man during a weak moment last spring. It was wrong, and there will not be a repeat.
Absolutely not. Even if he is the sexiest thing on two legs. Blake Riley sees the wedding as fate’s gift to him.
Jess is the maid of honor and he’s the best man? Let the games begin. So what if he’s facing a little (fine, a
lot) of resistance? He just needs to convince the stubborn blonde that he’s really a good boy with a bad rap.
Luckily, every professional hockey player knows that you’ve got to make an effort if you want to score. But
Jess has more pressing issues to deal with than sexy-times with a giant man-child. Such as: Will the
ceremony start on time, even though someone got grandma drunk? Does glitter ever belong at a wedding?
And is it wrong to murder the best man? Caution: May cause accidental aspiration of tea or coffee. Do not
read in a public place where loud laughter is inappropriate. Contains hot but hilarious hockey players,
puppy cuddling and a snarky pair of underwear. "If I had to pick two authors who I'd have team up, it would
be Bowen and Kennedy" -- #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover "Everything Sarina
Bowen & Elle Kennedy write is pure gold. Please excuse me while I read this one all summer long." Hypable
Keywords: Hockey romance, Toronto, Sports Romance, Romantic comedy, contemporary romanceFor fans
of: Vi Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Melanie Harlow, Penelope Ward, Lauren Blakely, Kendall Ryan, Sierra
Simone, Sawyer Bennett, Catherine Gayle, Toni Aleo
Top Secret - Elle Kennedy 2019-05-07
Bestselling authors Sarina Bowen & Elle Kennedy return with their first Male / Male romance in 3 years.
LobsterShorts, 21 Jock. Secretly a science geek. Hot AF. LobsterShorts: So. Here goes. For her birthday,
my girlfriend wants…a threesome. SinnerThree: Then you’ve come to the right hookup app. LobsterShorts:
Have you done this sort of thing before? With another guy? SinnerThree: All the time. I’m an equal
opportunity player. You? LobsterShorts: [crickets!] SinnerThree, 21 Finance major. Secretly a male dancer.
Hot AF. SinnerThree: Well, I’m down if you are. My life is kind of a mess right now. School, work, family
stress. Oh, and I live next door to the most annoying dude in the world. I need the distraction. Are you sure
you want this? LobsterShorts: I might want it a little more than I’m willing to admit. SinnerThree: Hey,
nothing wrong with pushing your boundaries... LobsterShorts: Tell that to my control-freak father. Anyway.
What if this threesome is awkward? SinnerThree: Then it’s awkward. It’s not like we’ll ever have to see
each other again. Right? Just promise you won’t fall in love with me. LobsterShorts: Now wouldn’t that be
life-changing... Q&A about Top Secret: Q: Have we met these characters before in another book? A: No!
These guys are brand new, and we can’t wait for you to meet them. Q: Is this story MM? Or is it a MMF /
MFM / menage? A: This book is MM. Q: Is this a love triangle story? A: Not really. You’ll see. “Bowen and
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Kennedy serve up a dish of dirty, delicious frat boy goodness, with so much depth and talent that there’s no
putting this book down.” USA Today Bestselling Author Sierra Simone "Addictive. Wildly sexy. Completely
heartfelt. In short, Top Secret is everything you could want from a Sarina Bowen & Elle Kennedy romance."
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren Blakely "Sarina and Elle do not disappoint with this page
turner! The enemies to lovers romance sizzles with just the right amount of sweet thrown in." Jeff Adams,
Big Gay Fiction Podcast “No matter how bad a book funk I’m in, I can count on Elle Kennedy and Sarina
Bowen to pull me out with a fun, witty, sexy read. I devoured this one in one night!” USA Today bestselling
author K.A. Tucker When Elle and Sarina write together, they create nothing short of magic! 5 lobster
shorts stars! USA Today bestselling author Tillie Cole For fans of: Annabeth Albert, Casey McQuiston, Ella
Frank, Kiera Andrews, Karen Stivali, Amy Jo Cousins, Kindle Alexander, Layla Reyne, Damon Suede, Amy
Lane, Vi Keeland, Lauren Blakely, Sierra Simone, Jana Aston, Kendall Ryan, Alexa Riley, Jay Bell, Trina
Solet, Reya Karl, Dawn Wilder, Eden Cole, SE Loveless, Van Barrett, JM Synder, Max Rose, Quinn Michaels,
Elle Keaton, H G Ellis, Jane Asherwood, Keywords: gay romance, mm romance, m/m romance, bisexual
romance, college romance, football romance, hate to love, enemies to lovers, fraternity brothers, male male,
sports romance, billionaire, gay, secret lovers, forbidden romance.
Good Boy - Megan Lowe 2021-06-26
Connor Siddell is a good boy. He's a nice guy, always wanting to see the best in people.So when he meets
James on a dating app, things are looking up.But when Connor inadvertently catches the attention of
Windswept Academy's resident bad boy, Cavanaugh McLaughlin, not everything is smooth sailing.With
James pushing Connor away, and Cav's dislike hitting outrageous levels, is Connor's good nature enough to
keep him safe?Is it enough to keep the good boy from going bad?
Bombshells - Sarina Bowen 2021-04-13
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The women’s league is in the house! And Brooklyn will never be the same again for Anton Bayer and the
team… This is my last chance to ditch my playboy reputation and finally fulfill my potential. So I’ve made
three rules for our biggest season yet: no boozing, no women, and no scandals. Especially that last thing. So
who do I befriend on the very first day back at the rink? An amazing female hockey player. I want Sylvie in
a way that’s more than just friendly. I crave her. But I have a championship to win, and so does she. Then
she gets her heart broken by my teammate, and I make the foolish mistake of comforting her in the best
way I know how. Our night together sets off a string of sins. Nobody can know about our affair, especially
my overprotective teammate. I can’t let anyone see into my greedy little heart. Not even her. The things I
want from her, and the things we’ve already done? If anyone knew, there’d be bombshells. Contains: a
defenseman with dreamy blue eyes, a female goalie with bad ideas, a major battle of the sexes and a
swimming pool scene... ********** For fans of hockey romance, and readers of Kendall Ryan, Elle Kennedy,
Jaci Burton, Lex Martin, and many others.
Boyfriend - Sarina Bowen 2021-10-12
The dreamiest player on the Moo U hockey team hangs a flyer on the bulletin board, and I am spellbound:
Rent a boyfriend for the holiday. For $25, I will be your Thanksgiving date. I will talk hockey with your dad.
I will bring your mother flowers. I will be polite, and wear a nicely ironed shirt… Now everyone knows it’s a
bad idea to introduce your long-time crush to your messed-up family. But I really do need a date for
Thanksgiving, even if I’m not willing to say why. So I tear his phone number off of that flyer… and
accidentally entangle our star defenseman in a ruse that neither of us can easily unwind. Because Weston's
family is even nuttier than mine. He needs a date, too, for the most uncomfortable holiday engagement
party ever thrown. There will be hors d'oeuvre. There will be faked PDA. And there will be pro-level
awkwardness… Boyfriend is a full-length book for Weston and Abbi!
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